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By Patrick Howell, S.J.

This engaging study, which examines the influence of Renaissance humanism on Ignatian spirituality, begins with a summary of the well-known features of the life of Ignatius, explores the dynamics of the Spiritual Exercises, and then creates five vivid portraits of Jesuits who profoundly exemplified Ignatian humanism.

Modras, a professor of theology at Saint Louis University, skillfully summarizes familiar material. For instance, he deftly unfolds the daily examination of conscience, which lies at the heart of Ignatian spirituality: 1) a prayer for light to the Holy Spirit for insight into the mystery of God; 2) an attitude of gratitude; 3) a review of the gifts we have committed; 4) attending to the welter of feelings arising through key events; and 5) a look to the future for guidance from God.

Similarly Modras summarizes six distinctive features of Ignatian spirituality: 1) Centeredness on a Christ with a Mission; 2) a panoramic Trinitarian view of salvation; 3) the liberality of Grace; 4) Faith as Trust; 5) Service in the world, which is closely interwoven with 6) Discerning God’s Will. Modras makes clear that God’s will and our deepest desires are
not necessarily identical, peace of New Age spirituality.

After laying this groundwork for his central thesis, Modras portrays how the early Jesuits, steeped in the new humanism emanating from the University of Paris, used it as an instrument to spread the Gospel throughout most of Europe and the New World. But Modras is hunting bigger game than just the intersection of Renaissance humanism and Ignatian spirituality. He releases humanism from the clutches of the secularist monopoly, which has stripped it of its openness to the transcendent. He demonstrates how Ignatian humanism challenges the narrow constructs of secular humanism and likewise distances itself from "the exclusive chiasm of Christian and other fundamentalisms." It is radically open to all truths, whatever its origins, whether human or divine: Truth is One and has one source. The most fascinating portion of his study is undoubtedly the five portraits of Jesuits who, in their own time and in diverse cultures, embodied this Ignatian spirit.

Matteo Ricci in the 17th-century exemplifies Ignatian humanism and its marvelous adaptability to another time and culture. Converts, according to Ricci, should not be required to become strangers to their own people and kin. So Ricci, after years of study and discipline, became a Confucian scholar and eventually wrote a treatise on friendship, a collection of songs, and a book of discourses modeled after a Taoist classic. He put aside the coarse gray robe of the Buddhist monk to don an ankle-length purple silk robe with loose flowing sleeves. Now as Confucian man of letters, he could engage the highest levels of Chinese thought and its deepest aspirations.

The 17th-century German Jesuit Friedrich Spee ministered to women accused of witchcraft—at great risk of being accused himself. An early pioneer of social analysis, Spee critiqued the ideology underpinning the accusations of witchcraft. As he grew to know the accused, their bewilderment, anguish, and innocence, he believed in and manifested a God who was merciful and "motherly." Pierre Teilhard de Chardin, a paleontologist who died in 1955, "the most Jesuit of Jesuits," was born in France, but the world became his laboratory and his chapel for prayer. The Eucharist was for Chardin, "a great flow of whiteness that enveloped and passed beyond him." He lived at the heart of a "single, unique Element, the Centre of the universe and present in each part of it: personal Love and cosmic Power." More than any other Jesuit, Chardin spoke to the deepest spiritual longings of the 20th century in a scientific, evolutionary idiom.

Modras completes his portraits with two contemporary Jesuits—Karl Rahner and Pedro Arrupe, who first forwarded Ignatian humanism into the 20th century. The brilliant and eminently pastoral Rahner put into play the Thomist tradition with Enlightenment philosophy from Kant to Heidegger. More than any other theologian, Rahner laid the groundwork for a total rethinking of the Church, the sacraments, and Christian life in all these mystery. Pedro Arrupe, elected General of the Society of Jesus (1955-1991), transformed, many would say re-founded, the Society and animated its commitment to "the service of faith, of which the promotion of justice is an absolute requirement." For Arrupe, the promotion of justice was not an abstraction. It would be done "from the city." Arrupe knew in his heart that the Society was responding as best it could to the clamor call of Pope Paul VI to combat atheism. The most damning indictment of the Church was its indifference to the poor and the greatest obstacle to faith was the alignment of the Church, including the Society of Jesus, with oppressive social structures.

Modras concludes with a reflection on the transformative nature of the Jesuit documents of General Congregation 34 (1995). He sees these documents as fulfilling Ignatian humanism at its best. All the themes of GC 34 were already adumbrated in the five portraits he had just reviewed: the role of the laity, deep listening to women's experience, the dynamic interweave of justice, culture and interfaith dialogue—and all these are the culmination of the inspired fusion of Ignatian spirituality with a redeemed humanism.

This treatise provides a great resource for Jesuits and lay colleagues wishing to engage and deepen the lived identity and mission of their institutions. It could also provide a fine textbook for an undergraduate course in Jesuit tradition and spirituality.